
ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY ON ROAD ACCIDENT AMONG TEENAGERS

Road carnage statistics gathered in indicates that teens between 16 and 19 years died in road accidents where drivers
were teenagers. Besides the.

Little do they know almost all alcohol related deaths and accidents happen this way because of what the
younger mind thinks. They believe it is fun to have a car full of friends and drive anywhere and everywhere. Is
has been proven in many different states that teenage drivers are more susceptible to accidents without the use
of a cell phone, but when they choose to add a cell phone to the mix, the potential for an accident increases
significantly Everyone should obey and follow the rules. Loading: Checking Spelling Read more Find
Another Essay On Teenage Driving and Accidents Should the driving age be raised to 18 has become a hot
topic here in the United States words - 2 pages those deaths were the teen drivers themselves. For almost half
of the teens, depression drastically reduced their abilities to deal with aspects of their daily Teenage drivers are
extremely eager to drive because of freedom, but they are not aware of the distractions and peer pressure on
the road; their experience of driving is not as well as others and statistics show how many deaths are caused
due to teenage driving. Some people face accidents because of others. Particularly road traffic accidents are on
the record for causing massive deaths in Australia. All over the world, aid is given by individuals, private
organizations, or governments to countries in need, especially countries in Africa. This makes it difficult to
trust teenagers to drive cars on the roads considering the negative impact drowsiness do have o drivers. She is
waiting for her father to arrive to take her home. People need to put their phones aside while they are driving
because when people use their phones their attention is not focused on the road, more unnecessary deaths
occur, there Drunk driving words - 3 pages content in their blood during the drive or after it is at least 0. With
their cell phones buzzing uncontrollably, the music blaring, and their friends yelling in the back seat; teens are
having a hard time focusing on the other drivers around them. However, people think lightly about the traffic
laws. Teenagers are extremely flexible and are likely to very quick decisions while driving. Everyone has felt
that feeling where they can hardly wait to get behind the wheel and start driving. Drinking and driving has
been a problem facing the nation for many years There some teenagers who may have low school grades but
have excellent physical and judgmental ability that can enable them manage car on the road. Drivers must at
all times, abide by the safety regulations of the road and most importantly they take care to the speed limits or
stick to a speed which will allow one to stop within a safe distance. Such driving schools will create
inexperienced drivers who are prone to accidents above the age of eighteen years old. Raising the minimum
driving age to 16 would greatly reduce the number of automobile accidents involving teen drivers because
they lack experience on the road, they lack maturity, and they would have less accidents resulting in safer
roads. As much as fatalities happen each year in the United States by the cause of car crashes. This is the most
effective way of ensuring that most teenage drivers become competent. Things like Driving in bad weather
conditions, Night time driving, or being a victim of road rage. There may be certain geographical areas where
accident proneness may be higher. The report pointed to speeding, drunk driving and low use of helmets, seat
belts and child restraints in vehicles as the main contributing factors. A person dies in a car accident every
twelve minutes and each year car crashes kill 40, people. Accidents are generally classified as single vehicle
accidents in which the vehicle is either colliding with fixed objects or with pedestrians or the vehicle may fall
in a ditch and multiple vehicle accidents in which two or more O ranks Australia at number world wide
contributing to 1. These variations in accidents can be analyzed by developing a set of geographical Human
brain operates in a manner that will allow an individual to only master some things when they are young.
Many women are oblivious to the health risks their baby may endure having not being breastfed People
nowadays have to be in contact with friends and family at every moment of the day especially while driving it
is the equivalent of driving under the influence, using hand-held devices like Bluetooth will decrease the
number of accidents caused by phones, and studies show texting reduces a p As you can see, preserving car
accidents not only saves the lives of the people, but also saves the money for their countries. Teenagers will
mainly use cell phones to keep in contact with friends when they drive Sostarecz. The villagers at once
organized a hunting party. Many people think that they will never get involved in car accidents. Triplett Due
to their immaturity and inexperience behind the wheel, most young drivers will be much more aggressive no
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matter the weather conditions. The multiplicity of authorities and utter lack of coordination among them is
another O, 


